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EDITOR'S NOTES

BROADER HORIZONS?
It is too early to be pessumstic about
"ENCOUNTER" : and even worse to be complacent.
"Encounter" was set up to discuss realistically
our pastoral, educational and spiritual problems. And
evell the first issue made its impact, especially 011 our
thinking about Devotion to tlze Heart of Our I.ord,
thanks to Fr. Cuskelly's provocative article. It also
had some impact, admittedly very slight, on our educational discussions.
Perhaps as a result, this issue is wholly concerned
If
you feel that these lines are narrow, if you would like
to see other areas of concern treated, tlren yours is the
voice we are looking for. As the Introduction to the
"First Encounter" stressed, we are seeking "to keep
up to date in matters of Dogmatic and Moral Theology, Scripture, Liturgy, Education, Missionology, etc."
with Devotion to the Sacred Heart and Education.

THANKS: to the many who /rave written letters
encouraging tire project, especially missionaries; and
to the Sf,lperiors for their continued support and
encouragement.
"Encounter· is wide open to suggestions - and
'1rticles!

- F. FLETCHER, M.S.C.

HSC ROOM

THE WORSHIP OF THE HEART
OF CHRIST
By P. J. McGuane, M.S.C.
l don't like the word "devotion" when speaking of our
worship - it is ambiguous, gives notion of ''devotions", has
suggestion of fervour and sentimental affection. Pope Pius XII
did not use "devotio", except once in a strict theologicaJ sense:
in his Letter he uses "cultus", "honor".
So should we in
speaking and explaining this worship.

Many don't like the word ··sacred " as ofte1n used. It is not
needed, even though the Church in her official liturgy and
documents usually employs this adjective "sacred!" (Sacratissimum
Cor Je.'lu). Why not add any adjective you like~ as circumstances
require - kind, merciful, brave, apostolic, etc. We could preach
on the friendly-hearted Christ. the b rave-hearted Christ and so on.
Let us M.S.C.s avoid each and every lhing, nor essential
to our cherished worship, that scares liturg~sls, or youth or
language-purists from this worship which is still to-day the
Church's hope of salvation and the reason of our M.S.C.
existence.
From what I have heard our own priests say and from
what someone might gather from Father Cus.kelly's instructive
article, " T he Liturgy and Devotion to the Sacred Hearl." 1
humbly think what needs to be stressed for ou r own discussions
and preaching is what is the ESSENCE OF THE CHURCH'S
WORSHIP OF THE HEART OF CHRIST. dhc essence of the
worship we are to practise and preach. Falther McCuskelly
wrote of "Devotion" as against "devotions"; aod as all .know
the word "devotion" has suggestions of prompt~ and fervent and
frequent acts of service. Let us then avoid thjs difficulty by
studying directly ''the worship". "the honouring" of the Heart of
Christ.

Now are we all agreed, since "Haurietis aquas", that we
have no actual "worship" of the Heart of Chr1st in its essemials
unless we include in our worship the PHYSIChl HEART OF
CHRlST? The Pope declares that the main purpose of His
Encyclical is to establish from the sources of Catholic truth the
"principles" from which the worshjp iLc;elf BoWl> and on which it
is based. To have all the principles of sometbiing is not to have
the actual thing itself. But having ~tablished the principle on
which tbe Church bases her worship of the He:art of Christ, Lhe
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Pope goes on to indicate briefly the history of the actual worsl1ip
and its application to modern needs. He makes it obviously
dear that tbe worship includes essentially "honour" paid to the
glorified Heart of the Redeemer. At the beginning he gives
the reasons why the Church pays the supreme worship of !atria
to the Heart of Christ. Later on, he writes. "When we adore
the most Sacred Hearl of Jesus Christ we adore in and through
it, not merely the uncreated LOVE of the Divine Word. but
also His human love, together with His other emotions and
virtues." I take it that to-day no one who knows the true state
of affairs would deny that for Pius Xll and so for the Church
tbe worship of lhe Heart of Christ demands essentially both
worsb.ip of His Heart and of His Love symbolized in it. If we
are not agreed as M.S.C.s on this. then the matter bad better be
thrashed out in the pages of the "Encounter."
Since some want to get away from this ''honouring of the
physical Heart of Christ" to speak of Christ's love, I think Father
Cuskelly has left himself open to a misunderstanding. never
intended. He writes, "This (the essential devotion) consists in
(according to the theology of a devotion) a) a particular vision of
the whole of religion:i) God's love poured out on us through
Christ . . .ii) our whole life being a response of love given back
to the Father in and through Christ our Lord; b) Directive lines
organising our life and activity to correspond to our 1•ision" .. "
f contend that if one's particular vision of the whole of religion
doe~ not begin with a vision of the Heart of Christ to be
honoured or lead us to view it at the end as an object of
honour. then one has not got essentially the Church worship of
the Heart of Christ.
Of course our worship of the Heart of Christ is "a form of
piety" - it honours the love of the Son of God through His
Heart and is necessarily expressed in a return of love for His Jove.
ll is also "a most excellent act of religion" for it is worship of
the Son of God. But it is a special form of piety and a special
act of religion, by which we worship the Heart of Clu·ist and
in Il and through H worship His Love in order to worship the
Son of God.
WHAT IS ESSENTIAL TO THR EXPRESSION
Worship of the Heart of Christ?

of this

The Church says we give "supreme worship" and the Church
has made it clear that "supreme worship" since the Fall demands
essentially adoration (praise and love included) thanksgiving,
satisfaction (reparation) and impetration. Pope Pius Xll thinks
that way in "Mediator Dei"; and then in "Haurietis aquas" he
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speaks of "the primary characteristics of this worship. namely
acts of love and reparation in honour of the infinjte love of God
for the human race." He urges all who give due worship to the
Heart of Christ to honour the Heart of Mary '·with a corresponding
expression of loyalty, love. gratitude and reparation." Worship
of the Heart of Christ "must be considered the perfect practical
expression of the Cluistian religion. Nobody can come to the
Heart of God except through the Heart of Christ . . . From this
the obvious conclusion follows that worship of the Heart of Christ
is. in essence. (worship) of God's love for us expressed through
Jesus, and at the same time an exercise of our love for God and
for our neighbour. In other words, this worship is directed
towards God's love for us as the object of our adoration. grmitude
and imitation. Its purpose is that we should attain lo the perfection of that love we owe to God and to ou r feJlm.vmen."
Thus for the Pope. the worship of the Heart of Christ
(essentially, in my idea) demands LOYALTY to the loving
Saviour (the Word incarnate. Christ the King, Our LORD, to
whom in so many ways we are consecrated); LOVE. for al1
worship of the loving Saviour through His Heart and love calls
for the fulfilment of our Christian obligation to love God and our
neighbour; ADORATION, for we honour the Word Incarnate
through His Heart and love; GRATITUDE. for we honour the

love of the God-Mao, from whose love we have received every
gift, especially the Incarnation and Redemption (objective and
subjective); REPARATION, for aU worship of God offended by
sin, now demands, that through Christ we make satisfaction to
God's Majesty; that is demanded yet more when we worship the
very love of the Word Incarnate against Whom every sin has the
added malice of being an act of ingratitude to the Saviour; and
also !MIT ATION, for we are children of God, to be made into a
likeness of Jesus Christ, and while honouring the love and virtues
symbolized by the Heart of Chdst, we are compelled to realise
our duty to imitate them.
Such is the Church's worship of the Heart of Jesus in its
essentials. As such it is within the soul of the one who worships;
it can be fully complete without a single external expression .
But, of course, men being human, such external expression of our
inner acts is usual and normal.
Once the worship is understood thus, it is clear how and why
Pius XTI rejects indignantly the modern "oppositions" to this
worship.

Is it "dated" for many moderns? "The faithful soul. wbo,
understanding its principles and medifating upon them, continually
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practises this worship, will infallibly attain that sweet knowledge
of the love of Christ which is the summit of the Christian life"
( Pius X ll).
" Doesn't the Heart come between us and Cllri!>l Himself'?
Pius X U. " It is grossly wrong to maintain that the contemplation
of the human Heart of Jesus is a hindrance to a closer Jove of
God . . and retards the soul in its progress towards the highest
virtues." Since this objection seems widespread, il may be useful
to cite this paragraph from Fr. Siebers. M .S.C.:
"Our piety, it is said, should be directed to Ch ri~t Him:>elf.
not by way of something impersonal. though it be His Heart. Jf
we want to love Christ, we can only love Him, His person.
consecrating ourselves to Him, without His Hearl coming in
between." Such and similar objections have been brought forth,
even by men of deep faith. They forget. however, the symbolic
character of the heart, a!> explained before. The l)ymbol of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus represents His person giving Himself out
of love. The symbol, because the Church wants us to venerate
it as such, is to help us to know and love in return the person of
Christ in His innermost being, in His selfless love. Il is therefore
Christ, the entire Christ, pointing to His Heart and revealing to
us His full personality, who is the object of our devotion to the
Sacred Heart. The Church therefore forbids public veneration
of the Heart (represented in picture of statue, etc.) alone, without
Christ's person represented. Pius XII also clearly explains, (I
cite here the words actually in the Encyclical, Fr. Siebers seems
less accurate), "Movement towards an image, as an image, does
not stop shon at the image itself but tends towards that of which
it is an image. And so . . . religious worship . . . paid to
images of Christ .. though given in a relative way to the images
(Latin words, cultus qui comparate sane aestimandus. imaginibus
adhlbetur) is directed to the Person of the Word Incarnate,
whether the images be relics (of Passion) or that particular
symbol which surpasses all others in power and meaning, namely
the pierced Heart of Christ on the Cross." While praying to
the Heart of 1esus our allen tion and devotion do not stop at H is
Heart of flesh. In the light of the symbol we find our way into
the innermost being of Christ's personality and see Him who
loved me and delivered Himself for me." (Our Lady of the
Sacred Hearr, June 1964).
Recall too what Pope Pius XJl said of revelation to St.
Margaret Mary, "By this singular manifestation Christ explicitly
and repeatedly proclairned His Heart as the symbol under which
men would be drawn to know and recognize His love." Surely
Christ knows what is best for men, even modern men.
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"We can get on better without this worship, by the Liturgy,
Catholic Action, etc."
Pius XU,''We have not here an ordinary exercise of piety
which a person may freely neglect for other forms of devotion, or
e::.teem of little importance. Rather is there question of practice
.,
intimately related to the achieving of Christ ian perfection .
"Can't we love Christ and God without bothering about
worshipping His Heart?"
Pius XU, "The faithful, in worshipping t11e Heart of our
Redeemer. undoubtedly discharge the gravest of all obligations.
thal of serving God. At the same time they surrender themselves
wholly to their Creator and Redeemer. consecrating to Him the
inmost thoughts of their hearts as well as all the actions of their
lives." It would be unwise to overlook such a God-given means
to Jove Christ genuinely and practically.''
"'Won't we meer the modern evils better by promoting the
liturgy, preaching Christ the King."
Pius XTI: "Where must we seek the remedy for these
Can
(present) evils. surely unsurpassed in history .. ?
we find any more excellent form of worshjp than this
one of the Heart of Jesus, any form of worship more
fully in harmony with the Catholic Faith, or better suited to
relieve the needs of the Church and of the human race to-day?
What more noble. more satisfying or more profitable exercise of
religion than this worship, which is completely dedicated to the
love of God? Could anything be more effective than the love of
Christ. which this worship fosters and promotes, in moving the
faithful to live by the law of the Gospel . . . ?"
He adds: "We desire . . to address once more to all ..
those words of warning spoken . . by Leo Xlll . . for the
guidance of the faithful and of all who were seriously concerned
for their own salvation and that of civil society: . . "In that
Heart must all our hopes be placed; from Il must we seek and
expect the salvation of men."
"It's not suitable for the active llpostolate of modem layapostles."
Pius XU, "We most earnestly desire that all who glory in
the name of Christians and seek to establish the Kingdom of
Christ. on earth, should look to veneration of the Heart of Jesus
as the ensign of unity, salvation and peace, and as the means by
which these blessings can be achieved. Moved by our earnest
desire to combat the evil devices of the enemies of God and of
His Church, and to win back to the love of God the family and
the State. We confidently proclaim the worship of . . the Heart
of Jesus as a most powerful expression of the love of God. Tt
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is this divine love which must form the basis for establishing the
Kingdom of God."

For the Church to-day. then what Pius XII wrote about the
revelation to St. Margaret Mary remains true, "The importance
of this revelation lies in the fact Lhat Christ our Lord in showing
His most Sacred Heart, wished to draw the minds of men in w 1
altogether unusual manner to contemplate and venerate the mystery
of God's merciful love for mankind. By tbis s ingular manifestation Christ explicitly and repeatedly proclaimed His Heart as the
symbol under which men would be drawn to know and recognise
His love. At the same time He constituted it as the sign and
pledge of mercy and grace for the needs of the Church in our
times."
The genuine worship of the Heart ot Christ is still a modern
"must". It is not dated; it is we who are failing the worship;
for it must be promoted in a way to meet new trends and to
sidestep, where possible, unfounded reasons of opposition. That
is surely our M.S.C. call.
How is the liturgical Jifc to be fitted into this worship?
Father Cuskelly has given us much and most useful advice.
The Pope is sure that it can be fitted and should be fitted in.
for he says, "This worship . . is in obvious agreement . . with
the Sacred Liturgy." He speaks of "the large and singular
significance attaching to this worship .. in the Church's Liturgy";
he declares, "The faiUlful must derive their knowledge of the
worship of the Heart of Christ from the Scriptures . . . and the
sacred Liturgy. as from a deep and clear source." We could
derive most of the doctrine on the worship of the Heart of Christ
from the Mass for its Feast and from the Mass of Christ the King
(the culmination work for consecration to the Heart of Christ) plus
the Litany which has to be used in Liturgy of solemn Benediction
on both Feasts, of Sacred Heart and Christ the King. May
further pages of the "Encounter" make this clearer, and indicate
practical ways of using the worship of the Heart of Christ to
increase the more important element of the Liturgy. the INTERNAL ELEMENT.

•

•

•

•

How again is this worship to be presented to youth, children
and teenagers - in such a way that it appeals to them and is
readily acceptable?
Here's a very important item for the
"Encounter."
How is the worship of the Heart of Christ to be brought
back into the lives of men, from whom it was stolen by emphasis
on the Holy Name Society?
And how is this worship to be made the soul of those who
are or who wish to be the true apostles of to-day?
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M.S.C. APOSTOLATE OF TEACHING
By Anthony Prentice, M.S.C.
As specified in our Constitutions the work of Educating
Youlh has a prominent part in our work as M.S.C. Quite apart
from the Constitution. it is sometimes asked how as pri~ts we
derive personal satisfaction from teaching merely secular subjects.
When this question is asked it is well to remember that we
are speaking of religious priests - or religious and priests. While
stressing the one it is essential not to overlook tbe importance of
the other. There must be no minimising of the duties and the
personal satisfaction in priestly work but it is well that we do
not overlook the personal importance of our religious duties -;eelcing our perfection in the works assigned by obedience.

In Christian Education there are three important aims. Maths,
science, languages. history and craft lead to the informing of the
mind, development of basic skills and ultimately to the preparation
of the individunl to take a fitting place in society. often by way
of exams. Secondly. there is the character training and development to bring the young to a responsible acceptance of their duties
as members of a family. worthy citizens of the State and future
parents. Thirdly, for sons of God, there is the need for education
in religious trulh and practice to permit our young men lo take
their proper place as informed, active Catholic laymen joining in
apostolic work in their parishes and associations.
The comparison is often made that parish or mission work
is more directly priestly than teaching boys and hence more
personaUy satisfying. This may be the case in many instances
but it is not necessarily so and often the comparison is not
sufficiently objective and is based too exclusively on subjective
experiences.
Jn the course of a discussion of this matter with one of our
senior priests with considerable experience of parish work at all
levels, I was reminded: "We men in the parishes deal with men
and women 'already baked' and too often, already set in their
ways. you men in the Colleges have an opportunity for more
positive wo.rk - you can 'form' the minds and courses of the
boys you deal with."

In this "formation" of the young we can do much to inculcate
scrupulous honesty, a deep sense of duty to God. to one's fellow
men. to one's family and to oneself, a rich generosity, an active
courage. a most valuable sense of r~ponsibiUty.
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For a priest working in a parish or on the missions there is
the priestly work of mass and the sacraments, especially the
Blessed Eucharist, penance and the fairly steady flow of baptisms
and marriages. Instructions before mixed marriages and convert
work can take quite a sizeable portion of the available time at
night. Teaching religion in State Schools is becoming more and
more important but the efficacy of this work is to a considerable
extent doubtful because it is so short and suitable texts are in
such short supply. Visitation of the sick, needy and those in
difficulties are so essential but take so much time. How often
a large part of the visit has to be devoted to general subjects in
order to prepare the right climate and so "get the message across."
Preaching is destined to an even more important place in the
work of the living parish.
In accotd with modern liturgicaJ
principles with emphasis on brevity and appropriatene.~s much
work will have to be put into the homilies.

Yet, quite independent of this eminenty priestly work. a very
large portion of the priest's time is consumed with administration,

organisation and bookwork. How many llours are consumed in
attending to finance and building projects. Travelling too takes
up quite a deal of the busy priest's time. Merely talking to
people, often non-parishioners, can absorb hours even in a busy
week. These contacts are important. but so often how priestly
and apostolic are they? Intrinsically these m ntacL<; are scarcely
any more priestly than teaching secular subjects.
On the average a priest .in a parish would preach one or two
different sermons two to tbree times a week and I expect that
twenty instructions before marriage or of converts would be a
rather solid week's activities along these lines. But while we do
not know what effect this work has on "hard-boiled" Catholics,
we do know that it bas relatively little or no "formative" value.
Everyone recognises the need for work among the 18-25
years group where too often leakage from the Church occurs.
Much Y.C.W. activity is not strictly apostolic as the majority of
its members are little interested in sermonising, spiritual ideals
and even religious problems. Still it is important to do what is
possible.
This essential work among the young is often so
disappointing - how much is really achieved with regard to the
basic matters of frequentation of the Sacraments, decent moral
behaviour regarding girls, drink and the use of cars?

In a College there is room for most of this priestly activity.
Apart from the sermons on parish supply over the week-end
there is the daily religion class - 40 minutes talk or discussion
with a most exacting audience. To be effective requires much
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preparation - the matter must be solid, fresh and rendered
especially appealing to adolescents. I consider it important that
each priest exercise his priesthood in this matter of catechetics.
It is true that there is the danger of employing less expe1t teachers
but without this activity I fear there is the more serious danger
of poor apostolic spirit MosL who have worked hard in teaching
religion know how demanding lh.is can be. To ease this burden
it is important that the latest methods be used with access to
catechteical publications, good library material, fresh texts, realistic
syllabi with proper understanding of to-day's youth in its
insecurity, confusion and self-centredness. Frequent staff meetings
or s ubject meetings can co-ordinate effort. improve methods and
overcome some of the problems.
The importance of contact with people is not to be overlooked - in Colleges this is with boys rather than with adults.
There is the continuing opportunity to direct and correct them.
to lay solid habits of virtue and :sound Christian behaviour.
While the importance of contact with adults and the l8-25 year
old group is well-recognised, it is well to remember that similar
contact with youth is no less valuable. In some ways this contact
witb youth is even more important because they can be told and
directed more easily than adults.
How often the "image" of the priest from youth or childhood
exercises its influence for good or bad through later life. It is
true that personalities can play too much parl in religious practice
but we do well to be realistic and use personality to advantage.
Our daily contact with.in the school can be apostolic, just as was
that of our Divine Lord. We know that He did not preach and
teach all day; it would seem that He let others do the baptisms
and even much of the instructing. Christ knew well the telling
power of example - confident peace and itmer happiness in the
service of others, unselfish work, genuine devotion to the love
of God, patience in adversity and understanding of human
weakness and shortcomings. Such an approach bas not lost its
power especially with boys.

In a College there is considerable opportunity for that
eminently priestly work - administration of the Sacraments of
Communion and penance and even preaching. I consider that
a wise Superior would see that all teaching priests have their share
of this work. Boys need th.is help desperately to-day, perhaps
more than ever before. Are our priests keeping abreast of the
inner stresses among to-day's youth? Are we as zealous in
bearing confessions and in preaching as we should be - really
anxious to give whatever help we can? In a College the l10r.izons
are undoubtedly restricted but this is overcome by the provision
of week-end and holiday supply. There is also the apostolate
10

of relreat -giving to fellow religious - men and women. A very
considerable portion of this is allocated to priests teaching in the
Colleges and I think it is true to say that a priest engaged in
teaching is rather better qualified to help other teaching religious
Lhan one who has h.acl no such experience. Few forms of the
apostolate are more rewarding and more exacting than this giving
of retreats whether t hey be the full eight days or merely a day
of recollection. All this work is, of coarse, in adctition to the
teaching load but it is eminently priestly and satisfying.
Nowadays, lhe importance of counselling as a part of
education is becoming better uoder:.tood. In this work one must
become familiar with modern techniques and the results of modern
re.~rch and psychology. Tn applying thls tb.ere is a great need
of justice, sound judgment, affability, understanding, genuine
~ anxiety to b.elp, pali,ence and readiness to give the time. Often
we have to make this time, but in point of fact this is seldom as
impossible as we think.
While it is desirable to appoint a suitable member of the
staff as official Student Counsellor - this office is not intended
as the monopoly of' one individual.
There will be need for
considerable background knowledge of the boys, yet what Rector
would deny access to any available knowledge which could
Has this information been
possibly heJp tbe boy concerned?
sought? Index syste;ms are excellent but there is need here for
proper discretion and lhe respecting of confidences. Any who
would do lasting and effective work in this field feel the need
of recent literature (which should be available) and prudent
discussion with those more experienced.

It is advisable that each religion teacher be selected for his

class as much as possible. Some priests are more effective in
particular parts of the school. Religion classes should be allocated
before other, even e:~ramination, subjects. Yet aJI know how the
priority of the JatteJ: exercises very strong temptations to those
who must allocate subjects.
In our Colleges very little experiment has been done so far
with regard to Fonn Masters. A Form Master (perhaps the
religion teacher) could be allocated special duties and interests
regarding general pastoral work in his class, preparation of reports,
matters of class disciJpline (as reported by other teachers or in staff
meetings), maintenance of the classroom fabric and socWike.
In this last-mentione:d area, "form leaders" could be appointed
to accept responsibility. Their election (by "guided democracy")
and rotation could be used to develop responsible attitudes.
11

With this pastoral activity in the school there wiU be felt
the need of reguJar discussions between religion teachers. form
masters and tb.ose concerned with counselling. These discussions
could well take the place of or be supplementary to regular staff
·meetings - they are esential to the success of the work.
Priests concerned with the maintenance of discipline experience
special difficulties in pastoral work in the school. Often they
are excluded by their duties from administering the sacraments
or might find themselves compromised in the overlapping of
internal and external forums. But in forming boys who can
assess the genuinely pastoral value of the benign authority which
tl1ey exercise. Their office requires great skill. sound judgment,
complete impartiality and the absence of all precipitation and
prejudice. But there are numerous opportunities when the boys
may be trained in virtue through the allocation of duties. reposing
of trust and responsibilities. discussions of disciplinary and youth
problems with individuals as they occur. Merely as teachers in
the class room many occasions offer when it is possible to instill
a few ideals and work directly on those seeking help in their
studies. By careful delineation of duties it is possible for discipline
masters to have even some sacramental work in the College. for
example with day-boys.

These days. of course, there is the opening field of the
liturgical apostolate. Interest can be fostered by discussions,
good liturgical practices (good standards of music, serving.
participation. para-liturgy) and variety. However, this requires
careful preparation and sound background reading. Oass masses
- when the form or religion teacher says Mass with his class only
during the religion period is an ideal way of fostering true unity
of worship. The valiety of possible forms is quite large (hymns.
dialogue. processions all add interest and special character £0 the
Mass). A short homily is admirably suited to these occasions.
With careful choice of time (for fasting), a suitable feast and the
availability of a confessor, these intimate occasions can be a
most valuable and enduring religious experience.
Lunch-hour masses (voluntary, of course) are another form
of apostolale largely untried in our schools. We can leave them
completely voluntary without at the same time making the
alternatives so attractive as to leave the boy little real choice.
The importance of voluntary effort cannot be over-s! ressed.
H genuine religious practice is to endure it must come from innet·

conviction and desire and not merely from outside pressure or
compulsion. Rosary, Mass and other practices of piety can be
left voluntaty on occasion with great profit though it is wise
12

to provide alternatives that are no more attractive to a boy
than the practice to be fostered.
We have to prepare our youth for the crisis in their faith
that so often leads to the abandonment of reljgious practice soon
after leaving school Sound instruction. sure guidance and solid
religious practice must be developed in school life and this requires
all the ingenuity and resource of which we priests are capable.
There are, of course, numerous other fields of aposlolale in
school-life to suit a wide variety of tastes and interests. Y.C.S.
with its emphasis now on personal formation and the apostolate
of example; the Legion of Mary with its rich field of apostolic
activities: St. Vincent de Paul Conference with its emphasis on
charitable work; the excellent prospects of Striving Groups
(individuals seeking a more personal Christ-like life through brief
personal direction each week); Mission Groups with active and
generous interest in Missions and missionaries; and groups for
fostering Vocations are merely some of the fields of priestly
endeavour often as yet far from fully developed.
Apart from these more directly spiritual activities there are
wide fields for character formation in the teamwork of House
sports and organisation, cadet activities and thoroughness in
assigned tasks, training and guidance of leaders and prefects for
responsibility, thoroughness and consideration of the needs and
duties of others.
In our apostolate, even sport coaching with its considerable
drudgery is more than merely teaching basic skills. Character
weaknesses here become more apparent and may be remedied.
The personality traits, ideals and enthusiasms of the coach can
exercise very considerable influence for good among the members
of the team.
Finally, there is the vast field of preparation for after school
problems. In the world to-day the group of school-lea vers and
the 18-23 year old group are among those most poorly catered
for by the Church. The growing interest in religion in many
quarters bas had probably less effect in this age group than
elsewhere, but some interest is not lacking even here, witness
University students and their perennial interest in topics religious.
Before leaving school these senior boys must be especially
prepared regarding Sunday Observance. behaviour in social Life
with girls, problems regarding employment and honesty in business,
difficulties regarding the faith, alcohol and its use, use of cars
and laws regarding safety, participation in parochjal activities
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(parish projects, St. Vincent de Paul, etc.) duties towards parents
and responsibilities of citizens as well ru, some preparation for
their future vocation as parents.
Even with those who have left school there are often many
opportunities for further apostolic work. Past Student Associations, correspondence, keeping contact with the "strays". personal
friendships - all can be of value in providing that help. advice
and guidance which can overcome a crisis. Wherever possible
attitudes from school life should not be allowed lo colour
excessively one's conduct towards and interest in those who have
left school. So often it is towards the priests who have helped
them at school that these young people turn with diffidence in
time of stress and confusion. A harsh word or an unsympathetic
approach can send these ship-wrecked souls to the bottom.
To those engaged in teaching there is another volume of
apostolate wbich is often not available to those busily engaged in
parish work. Through sporting, professional and social activities
as priests we are able to make contact with many not of our
faith and for many this is their first contact with a priest and the
Catholic faith. For many this first contact bas opened new fields
and contributed greatly to the removal of prejudice and misunderstanding. Many of these contacts are not usually available
to parochial clergy and can gain admittance to schools and
institutions otherwise closed to a priest.
Many of these activities have but limited application in a
day-school but with suitable adaptations much of this work is
quite possible. While it is quite true that the horizon of activity
is somewhat more restricted for a teaching priest than for a priest
working in tbe missions or a parish. those who fail to find suitable
outlets for their zeal jn an apostolate among boys have not really
explored sufficiently the vast field available, or lack the imagination
and resource to adapt to the youth of to-day Christ's call and
challenge to "make disciples of all nations and teach them to
observe all the commandments.''
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CONSOLATION OR REPARATION ?
By E. J. Cuskelly, M.S.C.
L feel sure that I express the sentiments of many of us when
I thank: Fr. V. Dwyer for his clear and enlightening exposition
of ''Two Views of Reparation" in the first issue of ENCOUNTER.
lL would seem that our appreciation would not be adequately
expressed if oo attempt were made to carry on the discussion
which Fr. Dwyer wish.ed to initiate. Jn these pages 1 shall
suggest an answer to his concluding question : "What then shall
we oiTer? The Reparation of Compassion towards the Sacred
Heart, or the Reparation of Expiation with the Sacred Heart?"
1.

It would seem evident that Reparation of Expiation - with
Christ to the Father - is the one which til<: in better with

the spiritual and liturgical currents of our day. It is more

obviously sound from a theological point of view. Hence

if we are to preach devotion to the Sacred Heart to people
of our times, this is the form which our exposition of reparation will usuaUy lake. It would, however, be wrong to limit
this (as some authors do, v.g. E. Agostini: "ll Cuore di
Gesu") to a reparation mode from motives of justice or
religion as completely distinct from one made from love. All

our worsltip and all liturgical prayer spring from the virtue
of religion. But they should, if they are to be the full
Christian worsh ip, be inspired and informed by love.
2.

What, then, of the Reparation of Compassion? Is this ruled
out as less useful and as less easily supported theologically?
First of all. is it completely distinct from the other?
(Agostini distinguishes clearly between a Theocentric Reparation - to God through Christ; and Christoceotric Reparation
- the consolation of Christ).

Before attempting to answer this question, I think it is
necessary to make a further distinction between two phases in
the development of this Reparation of Compassion:

a) There is the line of argument which Pius XI supports in
Miserentissimus Redemptor, but whose value is queried by K.
Rahner (Fr. Dwyer refers to it in his n. 3). This is the
tnought that Our Lord, during his Agony, would have been
consoled then, by the consolation and love we offer now.
While not questioning its theological soundness ( whlch Pius XI
supports) nor its exegetical value (which K. Rahner caJJs into
doubt), I would certainly query its general devotional appeal.
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It is too roundabout and complicated for the simple personal
approach to the living Christ which real devotion needs, and
therefore to-day has lillie real value.
b) However this way of thinking is, if J'm not mislaken. a later
development of the French Jesuit rather than something to
the fore in St. Margaret Mary's message. Her vision was of
the Heart of Christ suffering now for men's sins: the Heart
wounded and crowned with thorns. Because she saw Christ
as if suffering now for sin. she could see Him as consoled
now by our Jove and penance and sorrow:
3. Wilh this distinction made, what of Reparation of Compassion
in the second sense just given? T o some extent. and particularly at some stage of our spiritual development, it is
necessary for most of u . It is also. although perhaps under
different terminology, used by all preachers of missions and
retrcaU.. It is not opposed to Reparation of Expiation as a
completely distinct thing. It is rather the less theologically
perfect. but more devotionally common. phase of development
to a more solid theological attitude towards sin, penance,
reparation.
God is not indifferent to sin. Yet if we meditate on an
immutable God whom sin does not touch in himself. it is hard
for us to be moved to real sorrow for sin - our own or anyone
else's. However, should we fail to be moved, there is something
lacking in our view of what sin means to God. Hence, in the
Old Testament God spoke of himself as wearied and wounded
by sin. In the suffering and sorrow of Christ, God manifested
what the sin of mankind does mean to him. It is natural for us
who Jove to-day to think of sin (to which God is not indifferent)
as if it caused Christ to suffer now. If we are to have a truly
human appreciation of what sin means, we must meditate on the
sufferings of Christ. This we do during Lent and Passiontide
and during every retreat and mission, as if they were actually
present to us here and now, as they are in some mysterious way,
according to the teaching of Pius Xll in "Mediator Dei". Moved
by this thought, we sorrow for our own slns and those of the
world - we offer God our Jove, service and sacrifice. knowing
that he is not indifferent to them and hence thinking of them as
being some small consolation to Him.
We have a human need to feel that what we offer. or present.
to God is actually made present to him. We know Litis is true,
but most of us can t.hlnk of it only in very human fashion. We
must, of necessity. imagine God as being pleased in what is reaJJy
anthropomorphic fashion - as being pleased, delighted consoled
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in much the same way as human persons are. God has given
us his Son in human nature to cater for this need. We can
salisfy our need by thinking - not of God in light inaccessible.
nor of Christ in the strength and glory of his risen manhood, but
of Christ in his suffering manifestation of what all sin means to
God.
We have all heard of children trying to take the nails out
of the crucifix, of children being taught to be good in Church
so as "not to wake baby Jesus" and of other similar things.
Pedagogically these are very fine things- but are they theologically
false? Not at all - they are the only effective way in which
children can know and Jive the truth of what sin means to God.
and what a thoughtful, loving reparation means. As they grow.
these children will be lifted, through the humanity of Christ, to
his divinity, and through Him to a more mature worship of the
Father in spirit and in truth.
Tllis example illustrates what f would regard as the rightful
place of the Reparation of Compassion towards Christ in his
humanity, and Reparation of Expiation with Christ to God the
Father. The Church is made up of people at all stages of spiritual
development, people of varying emotional levels. and people
with widely differing spiritual experiences. All of them must find
a large place in their lives for the truths that God is offended by
sin and that our reparation is pleasing to him. Some will live
these truths as tbeocentric - with Christ to tbe Father; others as
Christocentric. but since "He who sees me sees the Father", there
is no essential theological difference.

Even those who have passed through the more ''human
stage" of compassion for Christ suffering in his human nature
will not leave it completely behind when they get to the more
theological stage of Reparation of Expiation. In meditations on
!be Passion of Christ, on sin and repentance, they too will be
helped - as we are all meant to be - by the thought of Christ
who suffers for sin. To my mind it is pseudo-theological snobbery
to say: "Ab, but Christ does not actually suffer for sin. and
therefore his sufferings are in no way lessened by your sufferings
now!" We all have to realize deeply the truth that God is not
indifferent to sin, and that he longs for our love and our sharing
in tbe work of redemption. We can hardly realize this deeply
and personally ,in our human fashion without using the image
which God gave us - that of Christ suffering for siu. It is hardly
possible for us to have tills deep realization in any other way,
i.e., without something of the "compassion" approach.
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On the other hand, if people are helped more, as many of
them are to-day. by the approach of Reparation of Expiation,
there is no need to think that we are losing something of the
traditional devotion to the Sacred Heart. if we drop the terminology
of "consolation" and much of its older expositions. The essence
is retained, and more effectively, if we present expiation in a form
which fits in with their theological and spiritual tastes.
4. CONCLUSION: "What then shall we offer? The Reparation of Compassion towards the Sacred Heart, or the Reparation
of Expiation with the Sacred Heart?" As Fr. Dwyer observes.
the acts of Reparation in our Perpetual Worship have both acts;
they thus express a practical conviction which is identical with
my own that the two views of Reparation are not adequately
distinct. They are two ways in which men, in the consciousness
of human sinfulness and of the import of Christ's redemptive
work, try to express in prayer and devotion, their response to the
realization of these truths.
Some (children, people of certain
cultures and mentalities such as those in the days of St. Margaret
Mary and some of our own day whose imaginations are very
taken by humanity of Chrht) will find themselves thinking and
praying more naturally and easily in lbe "Compassion" strain.
Others - and I would think these would be the modern majority
- will find tbis approach too "sentimental", or at least less
palatable to a taste which has been trained on theological and
liturgical lines. Still. even in this latter case, much of what the
"compassion" school aim at will still find its place - viz., in
meditation on the mystery of Christ's passion and redemptive
suffering, a mystery in some way ever-present to all those for
whose sins he suffered and died.
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PREPARING LADS TO CONFRONT
AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITY
PHILOSOPHY
By Ma rtin Wi lson, M.S.C.
Many of the boys we are educating have the ambition of
going on to university. It i~ our duty to prepare them for this
in as much as practicable. In the univet·sity they will meet adult
discussion of thdr religious beliefs, and for this especially we
should prepare them. Whatever destructive criticism they meet
would come from philosophy, whether formal philosophy or Ute
incidental variety they might be subjected to "en passant'' in
history, biology, experimental psychology, etc. The editor of
this magazine suggested to me it may be of some usef.yJness to
say something about lhe relationship between Australian University
philosophy, of which many o( us have no experience, and lhe
Thomism in which we have aU been trained in the seminary.
Thomism should be seen rather as a method of ;lpproach than as
a set of propositions.
And the fact that one approach is
legitimate and fruitful does not nece.<>sarily imply that other
approaches can not also be such. This introouces the principal
point I should like to make in this paper, viz., that the difference
between Tllomism and university philosophy is one of methods
and techniques. not one of issues or even necessarily of conclusions. This statement must be further explained.
The most obvious difference between the two is that of
jargon, ours and theirs.
We talk easily in terms of "act",
"potency", "Concept", "analogy" (and all its subdivisions); they
talk of "paradigm cases", "incorrigibility", "topic-neutral statements'', etc. We often cannot understand one another; the solution
simply consists in learning the language. The dangerous cases
for misunderstanding are those in which we appear to be using
the same term, e.g., 'universal". "contingent", "analytically true".
"analogous".
In many cases they are not worried aboul the "cor rect"
conclusions, simply because they are often not worried about
conclusions at ali. Their concern is with correctness of argument.
especially of other people's. They accuse Thomists of working
too hastily towards conclusions already determined upon for
religious reasons (e.g., that man has a spiritual soul) and glossing
over weak steps in the argument. Some people accuse university
philosophers of scepticism because of this failure of theirs to
reach right conclusions. This is not fair. Their interest is in
constructing arguments so tightly woven that one cannot refuse
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assent, not those that call upon one':. good-will every now and
then. If such arguments often don't reach conclusions it is no
fault of theirs.
The basic difference between Thomism and university
philosophy is deeper than language. ll is a difference of interests
and of their implementation in argument techniques. A scholastic
thesis starts from definitions constructed.
Hence it is not
surprising that they lead to the "right'' conclusions. The argument process is formally syllogistic. The uruversity phllosophers
start from ordinary language, maintaining that here one finds an
unimpeachable starting point - words and concepts certainly have
the meaning we give them in ordinary intelligent conversation.
(If not. what then do they mean!) Let us take this meaning.
and not one rather arbitrarily predetermined. Much effort is
spent in determining the "logic" of a word: we find out what it
means by studying Hs usc in various sentences. For instance, in
the recent Brisbane annual congress of the AAP (Australasian
Association of Philosophy) one speaker studying identity statements spent quite some time worrying over the difference between
saying "He has his father's character (or watch)" and "He bas
the same character (or watch) as his father". (Sometimes this
procedure gives tlie impression of triviality, but il is not trivial
in principle). Conclusions regarding a word's meaning arc tested
by constructing limit cases- making up propositions and imagining strange situations to see bow far the meaning of a word can
be stretched before it snaps. For instance, the Scholastics treat
in a highly abstract way of the nature of man's soul, its spirituality,
its relationship to the body. They tend to start from a concept
of "soul", and then try and get it united to a body.
The
university philosopher discusses the question as to whether bodily
factors are more closely connected to personal identity than mental
ones. One way of testing this is to imagine wbat would happen
to our ways of thinking about and acting in regard to persons who
swapped bodies every now and then, whether regularly or irregularly, simultaneously or at random. Again, why many university
philosophers are "dualists" and not "physicalists" (i.e.. why they
believe mental states like sensations, after-images, pains are not
identified with states of one's brain and nervous system) is not
because they have considered the universality of concepts (they
are unfortunately very hazy about the logical status and ontological reality of concepls) but because they are very impressed
by the special logic of first-person statements. To say " I see a
red patch" is not equivalent, apparently, to something after the
manner of "There are occurring in retina and brain tissue located
in such and such a position of time-space (i.e. mine) motions
responsive lo electromagnetic stimuli etc."
Thomists and university philosophers discuss the same basic
issues (besides peripheral ones proper to each), but approach them
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from different points and on different levels. I wonder if it helps
a boy meet objections against, for example, the spirituality of the
soul by teaching him in the ordinary scholastic way (~uitably
scaled down to his educational level): giving first the definilion of
"spiritual" and then arguing ably to show t.hat the human soul is
such. The university philosopher will immediately want to talk
about your definition of "spiritual." He will ask if talking about
something not bodily makes any real sense. (The basis for his
question is the good Thornist thesb that our concepts are taken
from objects we have sensed, and pr~umably apply properly only
to them). In a similar way we tend to go painstakingly into the
proofs for God's existence. The university philosopher wants to
question the basic propriety of such talk: at aiL If our words
(and concepts) are used to describe things in the world about us.
then how could they refer to something supposedly extra-mundane?
- Hence there is clear need for some discussion of "analogy" not by simply giving a de-Aquinised "Thomistic'' account in the
Garrigou-Maritain manner (St. Thomas himself is bafflingly
complex on the matter), but by discussing our actual use of
language and stressing the negative element in analogy (via
negative - "negationes dicuntur proprie de Deo"). We have to
show that talk about God is meaningful and not nonsense.
Philosophers are atheists £0-day. not becau~e they consider they
have picked holes in aU the argumenb, but because they think a
question about what is outside the world or why lhe world should
be. has broken through the limits of language and its thinly disguised nonsense. It may be noted that in discussing analogy. it would
be better to avoid the term: for others it is much the same as
"metaphor". One might talk of "extended meaning" or "Systematic sense-shift", or at any rate clearly state that "analogy" is
being used in a technical way.
Again. Thomistic proofs for God's existence start from a
principle ( casuality or more basically the Principle of the lntelligibility of Being). Tn order for the argument to be probative
this principle must be necessarily and universally true. not just
"contingently" (i.e., in some cases only ,or in all cases but only as
a matter of fact. with no "law-like" connection between subject and
predicate). But. the university philosopher will maintain. a statement is universally true only if S and P are equivalent. If that
is so, then the proposition must be "analytic", i.e., analysis of S
must deliver up P. If it didn't, then the connection between S
and P would only be "contingent" and useless for the argument.
Now, how do we know that e.g.. "contingenlly existing" is
equivalent to "caused by another to exist?" Because we have
"inductive" evidence of the fact through empirical investigation
of absolutely all cases? An. impossible project that, even if done.
would still only deliver us with a possibly "contingent" connection.
Or because t.he concepts are the :.ame? But they do appear to
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have different connotations, and the only way to make them have
the same would be simply to declare the fact. This is arbitrary
and idiosyncratic, and worthless as an argument basi:. - Hence
students would have to be taught to think about the nature and
grounds for first principles and what it means to have intelligence
and to reason. The spelling out of the arguments for God's
existence, especially that from contingency (which is probably the
only one worth bothering about) is a simple mauer once that
fir:.t l>tep has been sucessfully taken.
In general, to use Thomistic language and the scholastic
approach with a university philosopher is to invite misunderstanding. His mind is fiiled in this regard with all the old
prejudices: Thomism is a mass of wishful thinking, entity-seeking
(the construction of mysterious x's like vegetable souls. celestial
movers and forms to answer questions whose real answer:. are
given to-day by Modern Science), unwarranted generalisation and
illicit extrapolation from this world to another (a fallacy they
think Kant once and for aU knocked on the bead). It is best
to Jearn to talk their language. with a private, very private
Thomistic "intention" kept well in the back of one's head.

Thomists like to console themselve~ when accused of lool>e
argumentation by obherving that, though they may be sbaky on
details. yet the sysrematic coherence of their thought-structure
"confirms" an otherwise weak argument. One gets the feeling
that they become almost deliberately obscure and like to change
the subject when forced to define what they really mean by an
"act of existence", an "animal form", "agent inteUect", etc., but
declare triumphantly that they exist nonctbeless, because "it all
fits in." This does not impress the modern philosopher at all,
who feels that all the damage bas been done by forcing everything
into one unitary mould (which, you will remember, is exactly
Gilson's thesis in regard to Qckham, Descartes. Kant, Comte in
the "Unity of Philosophic Experience"). Modern philosophers
want to treat philosophic problems separately. Systematic consistency has absolutely no appeal at all.
And they suggest.
possibly a little unfairly, that if the final stages of an analysis end
up in obscurity, then maybe the analysis was mistaken in the
first place.
In general I would suggest Gttholic students (either at
school or during their university course, e.g., through the Newman) should be carefully trained to appreciate the meaningfulness
of talk about the world and about non·corporeal and extramundane objects; the speciality of being a person and not just an
animal object (as a basis for moral discussion); the sense and
emotion of Reason as distinct from the relativeness of sense and
emotion (while recognising the fact that Reason does not exist
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as such- there are only many individual minds).
one does this 1 wouldn't like to say.

How exactly

One thing that should be carefully explained is the relation of
reason (i.e., the "pracambula fidei") to faith. T he "praeambula"
are previous to (aitb only in the logical sense, not in psychological
fact. We believe in God's existence. Christ, etc. as objects of
religion because of the infused virtue of faith. not because we
have proven them by reason. This fact both safeguards a
Calholic's personal faith in the fact of rationalistic attack and at
the same time guarantees his authenticity as a philosopher. I
don't for instance have to accept ar least one proof for God's
existence in order to remain a Catholic and a theist in the
religious sense. I might be unconvioced by them all. I can
consider them on their merits alone.
One final word. Our attitude towards university philosophers
must be respectful. They are really skilled in that first part of

philosophy I would call "phenomenological analysis" and they
would call "linguistic analysis" or possibly "descriptive metaphysics" (Strawson). There are materialists and atheists, and
there are many who are neither. To tag their philosophy in
general as "atheistic'' and "materialistic" because some of its
proponents are such is to commit one of the most obvious logical
fallacies. And my own small experience of those who do profess
atheism or materialism bas taught me to respect both the theoretical complexity and the personal genuineness of their position.

"The characteristic mark of our Colleges is the family spirit
deriving from the teamwork of the staff and their friendliness
among themselves and with the boys.
Each priesl will consider his work as his apostolale; whatever
bb duties he i:) contributing some part lO the formation of Christ
in the boys." - Ft·om the New M.S.C. Statutes for Colleges.
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THE LITURGY AND DEVOTIONAL
PRACTICES TO THE
SACRED HEART
ByC.J. Connolly, M.S.C.
All discus~ions wander from the point to some degree. but
in general they prove faithful at least to the substance of the topic
lhat has been introduced. One point raised in "Encounter"
caught my interest, and so. without any polemic intentions. l wouJd
Eke to wander on about that point.
It would seem, in the first place that we arc going through a
period of liturgical history that might be best described in the

words of compromise of Augsburg; "cuius regio illius religio."
It would also seem that, when the immediate confusion has been
settled. we shall finaJly emerge with a pattern of worship that
will be in many points different from what we now have. The
point to be grasped is not that we are becoming progressively
more pro~estant in our forms of worshipping God. It is not so
terribly important that we now say our Mass in English; nor
does it greatly matter that we a re on the way to developing a
sense of community which some people seem to think we never
had before. What is important is that there will be required of
each true christian a new mind and a new heart in the prayers he
says, and in his public and private acts of worship of God. lf the
virtue of religion and the attitude to the worship of God which it
sustains is not renewed. then it matters little what else is reformed,
or what language we use.
On the other hand, one is not justified in concluding that the
new forms of the liturgy arc unimportant; and that all that matters
is an inner renewal of the spirit of Catholic worship. Obviously
the new structure and forms and language of the liturgy a re
in1portant. What was intended in the preceding paragraph was
to suggest tbat there does exist a hierarchy of values in the new
liturgicaJ reformation. The principal good to be achieved is a
deeper and more widespread vitality in the virtue of religion.

If this is our aim it may seem a little pessimistic to conclude
that the liturgical movement spells doom to acts inspired by a spirit
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of Reparation. to devotions such. as the First Friday, Night Adoration, Consecration of Homes to the Sacred Heart, Novenas in His
honour. If we are achieving the real purpose of the liturgical
reformation, then there should be an even greater readiness to
express the new and revitalised dedication to the service of God
botll in public and private form. This hope seems to be expressed
by Romano Guardini in a letter addressed to the Mainz Liturgical
Conference of last year.
"Anyone who did not become too
engrossed in secondary problems - such as the advisabiHty of
using the mother tongue - must have found himself wondering
what. it was about the liturgy that caused such fierce arguments.
The conclusion was inescapable, that the religious act underlying
the liturgy was something singular and important.'' Monsignor
Guardini goes on to make the point that the religious act not only
embraces Lhe spiritual inwardness of our worship but the external
media through which it is expressed. Posture, gesture, material
symbol. time of the day, places, attitudes, all these are informed
by the spirit of religion which issues in the religious act.
To me it seems important to distinguish at this point between
the relgious act, and the liturgical act. The former is much wider
in that it is found not only in the acts of worship which are
authentically liturgical, but also in the many devotions that exist
within the Church and which may be called private in distinction
to the official public worship of the Church. I am referring to
§ 13 of the Constitution on the Liturgy: "Devotional practices
of the Christian people, provided they conform to the norms and
laws of the Church, are highly recommended, especially when they
are approved by the Apostolic See." The liturgy is said to be
far superior to all such devotions. I think it would be fairly
clear that devotional practices to the Sacred Heart fall within
the category of § 13 of the Constitution. Holy Hours of Reparation, First Friday Devotions. etc., are not liturgical acts. But one
must recognise that they are religious acts, and as such spring
from the virtue of religion. This insight seems to me important.
The sincere and fruitful use of the liturgy has as its principal aim
the "sanctification of men in Christ, and that glorification of God
which is the goal towards which aU the other activities of tbe
Church are directed." (§ II Constitution). ln the measure that
the Liturgy is succesful in this aim, so will the souls of Christians
find within themselves greater resources of fervour in the service
of God, and in prayer whether that be external or internal; public
or private. The Constitution tells us: "the spiritual life is not
Jimited to participation in the liturgy. Though the Christian is
truly called to pray in common with others. yet be must also go
into his own room to pray to the Father by himself." (§ Jl). We
might therefore hope to sec private devotion immeasurably
strengthened. not stifled. But the condition of this hope is that
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we truly understand what the liturgical reforma ion is all about.
and what it hopes to attain.
A moderate w1derslanding of the lilUrgy no1L only gives rise
to great hopes for such devotional practices as th~~se performed by
the faithful towards the Sacred Heart. It also a fonishes us that
pastoral activity, in spreading such approved rvotions, should
take heart from the strength that a new liturgic life will lend it.
It might be suggested that a part of our pa · oral activity as
Missionaric::. of the Sacred Hearl lies in propagati g every aspect of
the Devotion and this includes devotional practice . Jungman sees
in the propagating of devotional practices a very important
contribution to the full spirituality of the Church If the celebration of the Eucharist were to become the only rm of worship;
and if no other service but the Mass were to be held in the
evenings, this would represent an impoverisbme1 L I think that
one can agree with this for the impoverishment would consist in
the elimination of a truly religious act in the ca.c;e~of the devotional
practices to the Sacred HearL Something of t~~e way in which
the piety of the faithful has been expressed for rt any years would
disappear from their lives. Moreover, since the a ive participation
of lhe faithful depend::. on the degree in which t ey are fervent in
the exercise of the virtue of religion; is it not possible that with
the elimination of devotional practices, such as tlmse to the Sacred
Heart, we are actually impeding in some way t e revival of the

liturgy?
It may now be opportune to suggest that one could not expect
all the faithful of the Church to be devoted to O~e Sacred Heart.
Let us be realistic and see in the pastoral aim ol our Society the
fostering of devotional practices that are not of !lie same nature as
~be public acts of worship we perform in the Litl:ugy. Upon this
level, devotional practices to the Sacred Heart share a competitive
field. There will be many faithful who will fi d an outlet for
their fervour in quite different devotional e)(ef!::ises. Moreover
as the forms and structure of the liturgical wors~'p of the Church
become more familiar to the faithful. it would not be unreasonable
to expect a demand for devotional practices U)at have a very
strong liturgical flavour. Speaking of devotional practices the
Constitution on the Liturgy says: "all these pra1ctices should be
such that they harmonise with the liturgical seas<J1ns and that they
are in accord with the liturgy. are derived from it in some way,
and lead the people to it." (§ 13) The conclt)sion is obvious;
while one may argue that the liturgy is not gollng to speed the
doom of devotional practices to the Sacred H1~art. one is also
challenged and indeed commanded to reshape thelfl'l, rewrite them,
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and produce them in such a form as to be derived from the liturgy
and lead people to a more complete participation in it. We need
therefore para-liturgical forms iu which our Holy Hours, our
Night Adoration, our Consecration of the Home, our more solemn
Acts of Reparation will be expressed. We cannot be content
witb texts. forms and structures of these devotional pracLicet- if
we are not satisfied that they fulfil the request: firstly to be
derived from the liturgy, and secondly to lead people to it.

On Lhe other hand can we be content to exercise our devotion
to the Sacred Heart without devotional practices? I do not think
that one must necessarily accept that conclusion. To identify the
primary expression of devotion to the Sacred Heart with an interior
attitude towards the Mass and the Sacran1ents seems to confuse
the issue of liturgy and private devotion. I feel that one cannot
locate in second place formal devotional practices to the Sacred
Heart. Devotion to the Sacred Heart. with its attendant devotional
practices is not part of t11e Liturgy. The world-wide spread of
this devotion and the importance attached to it by the Holy See,
though they more than comend it to all christians. still do not
make of it part of the liturgy. Its devotional practices are special
to it. To me it is a question of hierarchy of spiritual acts within
the order of worship. The liturgy comes first and is primarily
characterised by the sacrifice of the Mass, the Sacraments, and
other official liturgical acts. Then come the devotions that have
been mentioned in the Constitution with their characteristic devotional practices. As in a11 true order there is complementarity
and harmony of function between the paris, while at the same
time the parts can be separately identified. and retain their formal
elements.
Following the ideas inherent in the tmderstanding of order.
one might suggest that the rejuvenation of the principal part of
any order will spell, not doom but newness of life to all the
parts. Christ ,as the principal part of the order of the universe,
reformed it by the role he played within its history and society
because he was the principal part. His effect within the order
of the universe is not limited to the narrow confines of the
conceptualist vision; a mere buying back from a spiritual slavery.
His effect is as broad as the many links man has with the rest of
the parts of the universe. redemption touches the mind, the heart.
the sciences ,the arts, the body, and exercises its efficacy through
the understanding, emotions, psychology and physical needs of
man. It is through these that any individual is linked to the
universe he lives in. Similarly the liturgy, the prolongation of
the life and activity of Christ, the principal part of the order of
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the universe, will rejuvenate all other parts of the life of the
Church which is the expressio n of the redeemed order of mankind.

To conclude from an insight is not to prophesy, and so one
may look forward to a rejuvenation of Devotion to the Sacred
Heart. This rejuvenation will touch nol only the devotion itself, but
the devotional practices which give outlets to the fervour which
devout souls io the Church have always required, and which the
Church has guaranteed that they would find. lf this is the picture
thatone sees in the future, then the question is not one of retrenchment. doing the acts of the liturgy from more "Sacred-Heart-like"
motives, expressing our devotion by the formalised intentions with
which we perform liturgical acts. The real question is what do
we contemplate doing in order to reform. and rewrite our devotional practices so as to ride on the high tide of the renewal of
the Christian spirit.

FOR OUR NEXT ENCOUNTER: Would those intending

to write for the next issue have their articles in by August 22nd.
Thanks.
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